
The human body 

 

A. Match the words in the left column with the corresponding definitions on the right.  

 

nape �  � the back of the neck 

hip �  � the part of your body between your waist and legs on 

each side  

elbow �  � the joint where your arm bends  

wrist �  � the part of your body where your hand joins your arm 

thigh �  � the part of your leg that is above the knee  

buttock �  � either of the two fleshy parts of the body that a person 

sits on 

calf �  � the muscular back part of the leg below the knee  

heel �  � the back part of your foot that is below the ankle  

forearm �  � the part of the arm between the elbow and the wrist  

shoulder blade �  � one of the two flat, triangular bones of the shoulder 

that are located in the upper back  

skull �  � the structure of bones that form the head and face  

ankle �  � the joint where the foot joins the leg  

knee �  � the joint that bends at the middle of your leg  

cheek �  � the part of the face that is below the eye and to the 

side of the nose and mouth  

chin �  � the part of the face below the mouth and above the 

neck  

armpit �  � the hollow area on a person's body beneath the place 

where the arm and the shoulder meet  

groin �  � Depression resulting from the juncture of the lower 

abdomen and the thigh  

chest �  � the front part of the body between the neck and the 

stomach  

 

 

B. In the definitions of exercise A, find the English translation of the following words: 

 

- articulation: joint 

- os: bone 

- au-dessus (de): above 

- en-dessous (de) : below / beneath 

- (à) l’arrière (de) : at the back of / the back part of 

- relier : to join 

- plier : to bend (irregular verb: bend/bent/bent) 

 

 

C. Bonus question: 

 

Can you explain the difference between the word « member » and the word « limb »? If unsure, 

check the definitions in the Merriam-Webster’s Learner’s Dictionary. 

 

A member: someone or something that belongs to or is a part of a group or an 

organization / old-fashioned : a body part (such as an arm or a leg) 
 

A limb: a leg or arm 


